
ACTION PISTOL 
 
Rule changes effective 2012 
 
 7.9 Olin “Oli” C. Barjenbruch Falling Plate 
Event – Competitors must fire the 10-yard line segment 
in the standing position. Competitors may fire the 15, 
20 and 25-yard line segments in the prone position at 
their option. This event will be divided into four stages; 
each stage will have two strings, 6 shot per string. 48 
shots; targets will be 8” round metal plates: 
 
 10.25 Specific Rules for Conduct of the Olin “Oli” 
Barjenbruch Falling Plate Event – 
 
 

 22. NRA Civilian PPC Rules 
 

NRA 1500 (Civilian) Police Pistol combat (PPC) 
Competition Rules 

 
 Note:  These rules are provided for the conduct of the 
NRA 1500 (Civilian) Police Pistol Combat (PPC) 
competition. Scores fired in this competition will be used for 
classification.  A competitor will be officially classified by 
the NRA when the total score for a minimum of 144 shots has 
been reported.  For scoring & classification purposes, scores 
from both Law Enforcement Police Pistol Combat (PPC) 
competitions and (Civilian) Police Pistol Combat (PPC) 
competitions will not be combined, and civilian competitors 
are excluded from participation in the  National Police 
Shooting Championships (NPSC). 
 
 In NRA 1500 (Civilian) Police Pistol Combat (PPC) 
competition, the goal is to achieve the highest possible score 
within the confines of the allowed equipment.  In all cases 
where specific rules are not given here, the appropriate 
corresponding rules, policies & administrative procedures 
outlined in the NRA Action Pistol Rulebook shall be used.  
 
 Targets authorized for use will be the NRA B-27, B 
27A, B 27E, B-29 for reduced 50 foot competition, B-34 for 
reduced shooting of the 50 yard stage at 25 yards. 
 
 Firearms available for use are Semiautomatic pistols and 
revolvers meeting the requirements in NRA Action Pistol 
Rulebook – 3.2. Metallic Sight Firearm or 3.2.1 Production 
Firearm. 
 
 Positions authorized for NRA 1500 (Civilian) Police 
Pistol Combat (PPC) Competition are as follows: Standing 
without support, Standing, Left Handed from behind a 
Barricade, Standing, Right Handed from behind a Barricade, 
Kneeling, Sitting and Prone position.  The previous listed 
position are specifically listed for use in the below listed 
Events/Stages.  Use of barricade and description are described 
in NRA Action Pistol Rule 10.23. 
 
 Stages start with shooter in ready position. The signal to 
commence firing may be given orally, by whistle, or by 
having targets turn. When double action is specified, single 
action semiautomatic pistols may be used. Semiautomatic 
pistols capable of double action must fire the first shot of 
every stage double action except at the 50 yard line.  An 
aggregate of the following Events/Stages: 

 Events 1-5 are designated as Revolver Events & Events 8-12 
are designated as Semiautomatic Events 
 
Event 1 & Event 8 
 
 Two stages of 12 shots each fired double action from the 
standing without support position. First stage fired at 7 yards and 
second stage fired at 15 yards.  20 seconds per stage starting with 
loaded gun in holster and includes reloading for subsequent 6 shot 
string. 
 
Event 2 & Event 9 
 
 25 Yards - Double Action - 6 shots kneeling, 6 shots 
standing left hand from behind the barricade, 6 shots standing 
right hand from behind the barricade. Time allowed is 90 
seconds. Time starts with loaded gun in holster and includes 
reloading for subsequent 6 shot strings. 
 
 Event 3 & Event 1050 Yards - Single or Double Action - 6 
shots sitting, 6 shots prone, 6 shots standing left hand from behind 
the barricade, 6 shots standing right hand from behind the 
barricade. Time allowed is 2 minutes and 45 seconds. Time starts 
with loaded gun in holster and includes reloading for subsequent 6 
shot strings.   
 
Event 4 & Event 11 
 
 25 Yards - Two stages of 12 shots each fired double action 
from the standing without support position. 35 seconds per stage 
starting with loaded gun in holster and including time for reloading 
for subsequent 6 shot string. 
 
Event 5 & Event 12 
 
 Stage 1. - 7 yards—double action—12 shots from the 
standing without support position. Twenty seconds, time 
starts with loaded gun in holster and includes reloading for 
subsequent 6 shot string. 
 
 Stage 2. - 25 yards—double action—6 shots kneeling; 6 
shots standing with support, left hand; 6 shots standing with 
support, right hand. 90 seconds, time starts with loaded gun in 
holster and includes reloading for subsequent 6 shot strings. 
 
 Stage 3. - 50 yards—single or double action—6 shots 
sitting; 6 shots prone; 6 shots standing left hand from behind 
barricade; 6 shots standing right hand from behind barricade. 
Two minutes and 45 seconds, time starts with loaded gun in 
holster and includes reloading for subsequent 6 shot 
strings. 
 
 Stage 4. - 25 yards—double action—6 shots standing 
without support. Twelve seconds, time starts with loaded gun 
in holster. No barricade or other support is used. 
 
 NOTE:  Events 5 and 12 will be fired by stages. 
Shooters will be standing with a loaded gun in holster when 
time starts. Stages will be fired in 1, 2, 3, 4 order, and targets 
will be changed after stage 2. 
 
 


